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Abstract
This research focuses on the modeling
of an Identity
Catching attacks in the Universal Mobile Telecommunication
System (UMTS) using attack tree methodology. The possible
ways an intruder could launch an identity catching attacks on the
UMTS are identified and modeled using attack tree
methodology. While the use of the Temporal Mobile Subscriber
Identity (TMSI) was designed to thwart identity catching attacks
(which attempt to track the subscribers location), this paper will
show that this measure is weak in protecting the IMSI (location).
Even though the subscriber number is at risk, there is no reason
this risk needs to escalate further (beyond initial location
tracking) if properly configured UMTS only networks are
accessed.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Universal Mobile Telecommunication System (UMTS)
is regarded as an evolution of the Global System for
Mobile communication (GSM) system. “It was built within
the common frame work defined by the ITU (International
Telecommunication Union) in 1998” [1]. It is also one of
the third generation mobile networks. The core third
generation network consists of the circuit-switched (CS)
domain, the packet-switched (PS) domain, and the Internet
Protocol (IP) multimedia subsystem [2], [3].
The principal goal of the third-generation mobile
telecommunication system project was stated by Dan Fox,
in “Testing UMTS”, 2008, [4]. The principal goal “was to
try to identify a band of radio spectrum that could be used
in as many regions of the world as possible, to promote the
concept of a truly global system”. UMTS is compatible
with GSM (second generation) since it was constructed
from existing GSM technology [5],[6],[7].

The main security objectives of the UMTS are to ensure
data and user confidentiality, integrity, and entity
authentication [8],[9],[10]. The identities in UMTS are;
International Mobile Equipment Identity (IMEI),
Temporal Mobile Subscriber Identity (TMSI) and
International Mobile Subscriber Identity (IMSI). IMEI is a
unique number used to identify a valid device in the
network. The TMSI is a temporary identity designed in
UMTS to protect user’s identity in radio access path. The
IMSI is the permanent identity used to uniquely identify a
user in UMTS, and an identity catching attack is aimed at
obtaining the IMSI of a user.
The Universal Mobile Telecommunication System
(UMTS) is used for many commercial applications such as
in E-commerce, mobile online banking and other mobile
financial transactions [11], [12], in addition to its
application to the Combined Mobile Information System
[13],[14], in the health care industry. The high use of
UMTS requires an increasing level of security and privacy
measures. The security and privacy of UMTS user
information is very important due to the sensitive nature of
the communication data for the above stated applications
[15].
Attack tree methodology is used to model the UMTS;
showing the possible ways an attacker could launch an
identity catching attack in UMTS. The attack tree
methodology is a tree structure with the attacker’s
objective at the root node and the possible ways to achieve
the objective placed in the sub nodes [16], [17].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section
1.1 gives an explanation of an attack tree methodology.
Section 2.0 shows possible ways an identity catching
attack could be launched on the UMTS, using attack tree

methodology/counter measures. Section 2.1 explains the
likelihood paths that could easily be compromised by an
attacker. Finally, section 3.0 concludes the paper and gives
some suggestions about future work.

1.1 The explanation of an Attack Tree Methodology
The attacker’s objective placed in the root node of the
tree model represents the general attack on the system. The
various sub goals necessary to reach the objective are
called leaf nodes. The attack tree also forms a convenient
way to systematically categorize the different ways in
which a system can be attacked [18], [19]. Then, the
overall attack goal is further refined in the tree structure
using AND and OR logical connections. By using the
AND logical connection, an arc is used to connect lines,
between a node to its sub nodes. AND logical connections
indicate that both conditions of sister sub nodes must be
met to continue in the attack vector. An OR logical
connection is used to represent an OR node, a node
without an arc between the lines of that node. OR logical
connections indicate that either condition of the sub node
can be met, without any additional condition, to continue
the attack vector. Each level of the tree breaks the steps
into more details until a realistic map on how an attacker
can exploit a system is achieved [20], [21], [16], and [18].
An attack tree can also be represented with text, which
communicates the same information as the graphical
version, although sometimes textual descriptions are not
easy to visualize. The attack tree methodology as is used in
this research work to model attacks and will be used here
to model an identity catching attack, one of the identified
possible attacks against a user on the UMTS. The identity
catching attack is a violation of user identity location
confidentiality and traceability.
Figure 1. shows a
graphical representation of an attack tree model on
possible ways an intruder could launch an identity catching
attack, against a UMTS user.

1.2
Possible ways an Identity Catching Attacks could
be launched on UMTS using an Attack Tree
Methodology/counter measures
A.
Passive Identity Catching
The attacker waits passively for a new registration or a
database crash to obtain a user’s unencrypted International
Mobile Subscriber Identity (IMSI) which is sent during the
first rrcConnection request. This attack is possible because
the Visitor Location Register/ Serving GPRS Support
Node (VLR/SGSN) requires the Mobile Subscriber (MS)
to send its identity in clear text during the initial
rrcConnection request [22], [23], [24], [25] in order to
identify the location of the subscriber to bill for services
(making appropriate adjustments for location). In UMTS, a

user (MS) is authenticated when registering for the first
time with the network or when roaming to a network
which is not a part of its home network. During that
process, the VLR/SGSN requests a user to send its IMSI in
clear text so that the subscriber will be identified and then
authenticated by its Home Environment/Authentication
Center (HE/AUC) enabling location tracking and smooth
handoffs during roaming calls by the MS user. A simple
radio listening device can record the IMSI number
passively.
After identifying the subscriber (through the clear text
IMSI number), the next step in enabling network access is
to authenticate the subscriber and then negotiate ciphering
and integrity capabilities of the MS. In order to do this the
HE/AUC uses its copy of the secret key (Ki) to create a
authentication token (AUTH) which only the MS can
decrypt. When the MS receives this token (by way of the
VLR/SGSN) the secret key (Ki) in the phone is used to
decrypt several components of the AUTH which first
authenticate the HE/AUC server and then authenticates the
MS and enable an encrypted circuit for the MS traffic. A
TSMI is then substituted for the IMSI by the VLR/SGSN
to hide the subscriber location from others except for the
VLR/SGSN [34][35] that maintains a mapping.
The
TMSI protects the user identity unless the MS roams to
another service providers’ area and thus is requested to
send the IMSI in clear text again.
Passive identity catching in UMTS can be further
minimized by using two temporal mobile subscriber
identities. This mechanism allows a user to be identified
on the radio access interface by the second TSMI that is
chosen by HE and sent to the mobile station during the
previous authentication of the MS by HE/AUC. This
mechanism does not completely stop an attacker from
launching passive identity catching attack because there
are still chances of malfunctioning of the HE/AUC.
Therefore, an IMSI will be resent and could be passively
obtained by an attacker [22].
Regardless of the passive methods used to obtain the
IMSI, if the subscriber identify is obtained this has little
value to an attacker (other than initial user location
traceability) since the location will be hidden when a
TMSI is implemented. Moreover, if the phone and
HE/AUC is configured to only roam within UMTS
networks (and not in GSM networks) the risk is minimal.
In UMTS networks, mutual authentication is implemented
along with sequence numbers which are synchronized
between the MS and the HE/AUC [34], [35], and [36].
These are used by the HE/AUC to create an encrypted
authentication token (AUTH) that only the cell phone of
the subscriber can decrypt (with their copy of the secret
key, Ki). This effectively thwarts man-in-the-middle
attacks and false base station attacks [34],[35],[36],[29].
In decrypting the AUTH the MS authenticates the server

sending the AUTH and only then sends a message
requesting encrypted access based on the Kasumi cipher
(which is very resistant to cipher attacks with a time
requirement of 276 Kasumi encryptions using 254 chosen
plain texts)[37].
On the other hand, if the MS and HE/AUC are
configured to allow roaming in non-EAP-SIM (Extensible
Authentication Protocol) GSM networks, then depending
on the capabilities of the roaming stations, situations may
be created where the MS enables no GSM encryption (i.e.
A5/0) or weak encryption (i.e. A5/1 and A5/2) rather than
the A5/3 or Kasumi cipher. In these cases, several man-inthe-middle attacks are possible [29] if active methods are
then used. In all these cases, such a passive attack could
be used to launch an active attack on the phone using some
of the attack methods discussed later in this paper.
Under the above conditions, allowing non-EAP-SIM
GSM roaming in UMTS networks poses significant risk to
the otherwise secure UMTS mutual authentication and
subsequent implementation of Kasumi symmetric
encryption and a TMSI. To mitigate these passive attacks
in areas where there may be risk, turning the phone off
until it is used minimizes the frequency of authentication
to roaming stations (and subsequent sending of IMSI in
clear text). If this is not an alternative, turning the phone
off during transit mitigates multiple hand-offs to base
stations during transit. Once at the new location the TMSI
mitigates the IMSI exposure after the first activation of
the phone at the new target destination.
B.
Active Identity Catching
It is a form of Identity Catching attack which could be
launched by an attacker through camping on false base
station (1.2.1.1) or IMSI catching (1.2.1.2) or compromise
of authentication data itself (1.2.1.3).
1. Camping on false base station: Camping on false base
station attacks on pure UMTS networks and users are
extremely difficult to launch as integrity protection of
signaling messages and authentication of the serving
networks avoids the attack [12]. This has been discussed
earlier under passive attacks which escalate into active
attacks. In pure UMTS networks, only the server in the
home IP based network can construct the AUTH token
(with knowledge of current sequence number and Ki) and
only the same key in the subscribers cell phone can
decrypt the token. One exception to this is unscrupulous
sellers of cell phones who obtain the key during the
process of selling and activating (the USIM) the phone.
UMTS
integrity
interface
camping

also combines authentication token validity with
protection of signaling messages on the air
between the MS and the network to thwart
on false base station attacks [29]. A station

pretending to be a base station simply cannot create the
messages that a MS can authenticate and subsequently the
MS will not request network service from false stations.
While an active attack can obtain the IMSI (and thus initial
location) an escalation of the active attack is prevented in
pure UMTS networks.
The authentication token inhibits the replay of
authentication data and also ensures the origin of
authentication challenge. The integrity of the signaling
messages protects the MS and the network from being
fooled by an attacker not to use encryption in their
communication [29].
When roaming in GSM networks the SGSN determines
the GSM encryption used and computes keys derived from
the UMTS keys it has. These derived keys are then
forwarded to the GSM base station for use with the
MS/GSM base station exchanges. Since there is no
integrity and no encrypted secret that can authenticate the
server (i.e. an AUTH token), a roaming MS cell phone is
susceptible to a man-in-the middle attack in such GSM
networks. Furthermore, if the traffic is encrypted with
A5/1 or A5/2 then it can be compromised with no further
effort on the part of the attacker [29] to obtain the data (the
call) transmitted.
Given that most providers of network services want to
maximize the sale of services, they will undoubtedly
enable GSM roaming when not in a UMTS service area.
This poses the same risk discussed earlier in passive
attacks which escalate. While the user can take measures
themselves (limiting the use of the phone) changes in
GSM could also be made (such as changing the UMTS
standard to enforce a more robust cipher mode command
and integrity check. Without this enhancement to UMTS,
a UMTS phone will be at risk whenever out of range of a
home base UMTS system or a roaming UMTS base station
(both of which force the MS to use UMTS authentication
methods preventing man-in-the-middle attacks)[29].
UMTS users roaming in GSM network are vulnerable to
false base station attacks. GSM networks do subscriber
authentication and encryption of the radio of the radio
interface between the MS and the network [29]. But an
attacker with a valid authentication token from a real
(UMTS) network, can use it to impersonate a GSM
network to the user [29]. Apart from capturing the IMSI of
the user, an attacker can launch a man-in-the-middle attack
and also eavesdrop on the user’s communication. Due to
the limited coverage area of UMTS, it is impossible for
UMTS users to not to roam in GSM network. The statistic
of global mobile coverage on wireless intelligence is
shown in Table 1. It is taken directly form Global Mobile
Market Share by Technology, 4Q08.

procedure (AKA) and this depends on the personal identity
information and Ki on the IP based HE/AUC server.

Table 1: Global Mobile Coverage statistic [31]
CDMA
GSM
WCDM
(Family)
A
(Family)
Africa
2.36%
96.12
1.52%
%
America
9.32%
88.28
0.91%
%
Asia
11.56%
80.39
7.67%
Pacific
%
Europe
Western
Europe
Eastern
Middle
East
USA &
Canada

0.01%

Others

10.28%

0.62%
1.96%
53.54%

Other

%Global
Connections

0.00%

9.40%

1.49%

11.33%

0.38%

42.75%

74.75
%
95.11
%
94.79
%
33.45
%

25.24%

0.00%

12.62%

4.26%

0.01%

11.11%

2.85%

0.40%

5.52%

7.79%

5.22%

7.25%

81.08
%

7.90%

0.74%

Since UMTS (AUC) is an IP based network, adequate
security measures should be in place to avoid unauthorized
physical or logical access to the HE/AUC . The server(s)
that house(s) the database should both physically and
logically protected [33]. All the system and database
patches should be installed and updated regularly: the
systems should be hardened and highly resistant to attacks
from IP based systems. Center for Internet Security (CIS)
tools should be run against the HE/AUC to ascertain how
secured it is. Only minimum privileges required
completing a task should be given to the administrators
that connect to the database. Access to the database should
be controlled with access control list based on the
organization’s policies. Lastly, a firewall should
implemented to protecting the HE/AUC.
The above
mechanisms provide an overview of security methods for
server protection but the purpose of this paper is not to
discuss them in depth.

II.
The effective counter measure to camping on false base
station attack is to disable UMTS users from roaming in
GSM networks.
2. Active IMSI Catching : It has a sub node 1.2.1.2.1 that
is UMTS debugging and testing tools as shown in figure 1.
UMTS debugging and test tools such as UMTS Air
Protocol Analyzer and UMTS Protocol Tester are applied
to the air interface between User Equipment (UE) and
Base Transceiver Station (BTS) in UMTS network. These
tools are used by cellular manufacturers, network
operations, developer and secret services around the world
[32]. Since these tools are capable to obtain the IMSI and
the equipment identity of the user, it can also be used in
passive identity catching. An access control which will be
strictly based the organization’s polices should be put in
place as a control measure. Also the staff with good
reputations and trustworthiness should be assigned to the
tools.
3. Compromise Authentication Data; In UMTS, the user’s
permanent
identity
is
stored
in
the
home
environment/authentication center (HE/AUC).
The
HE/AUC does the authentication of the user for
VLR/SGSN during rrcConnectionRequest and also when
(a) the VLR/SGSN cannot identify the user when the user
is roaming in a network apart from its own network, (b) a
VLR database crash occurs, or (c) there is a malfunction in
the VLR. The UE and the network are authenticated
simultaneously during authentication and key agreement

THE LIKELIHOOD PATHS THAT COULD BE
EASILY COMPROMISED BY AN ATTACKER

In figure 2, the shaded lines and attack tree components
are used to show the likely paths that could be easily
compromised by an attacker to launch an identity catching
attack against UMTS users . From figure 2 passive identity
catching may be more likely to occur through sub nodes
1.1.1 - 1.1.1.1 than 1.1.1.2, because the “IMSI is sent in
clear during the first rrcConnection request, VLR database
crash or VLR’s inability to identify the TMSI”[12]. If an
attacker was able to obtain both sub nodes 1.1.1.1.1 and
1.1.1.1.2, then the sub node 1.1.1.1 is already
compromised. Sub node 1.1.1.2 might not be easily
compromise, since an attacker must wait for the unlikely
events of 1.1.1.2.1 or 1.1.1.2.2 to occur since servers
holding the database normally have redundant systems to
ensure their continual availability.
Active identity catching may most likely occur through
(1.2.1.2) or when authentication data is compromised
(1.2.1.3). The sub node 1.2.1.1, which is camping on false
base station, might not be a likely path to be easily
compromised because it is very difficult for an attacker to
achieve. This attack node (1.2.1.1) is based on
compromising the security mechanisms in the design of
the UMTS (i.e. the validity of an authentication token,
AUTH, and the integrity protection of the signaling
messages) [29],[30]. If UMTS is properly implemented, it
will be very difficult for an attacker to achieve 1.2.1.1.
because they will not be able to decrypt the AUTH token.
This inability will prevent authentication of the server, and
thus will end the authentication attempt and as a result the

IMSI will (in these cases) not be sent (in pure UMTS
networks). The sub node 1.2.1.2. is likely to be easily
compromised since the sub nodes
1.2.1.2.1.1 and
1.2.1.2.1.2 are available in the market [12]. . As pointed
out in Section 2.0, this tracking will be of limited use in
pure UMTS networks as elevated attacks will be very
difficult to achieve unless the MS roams in GSM
networks.
Sub node 1.2.1.3.1 is entirely dependent on how secure
the IP server which holds the database is protected by
network architecture, firewalls and hardening of related
server systems. Given that the data is on an IP network a
wide variety of attacks are possible
including many logical attacks, physical attacks and social
engineering attacks.
The purpose of this paper is not to enumerate and discuss
exploits to servers in IP networks as these exploits are
discussed elsewhere. On the other hand, this research must
enumerate this as a path and avenue of attack to the UMTS
system.
III.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The possible ways a UMTS user’s initial identity
confidentiality could be compromised by an intruder using
identity catching attack is presented using an attack tree
methodology despite the implementation of using TMSI to
identify the user after the rrcConnection request. The likely
paths that could be easily compromised by an attacker to
launch an identity catching attack on UMTS users are
highlighted and explained. All of the attacks to the initial
IMSI can be elevated if the phone/network service is
configured to allow roaming connections to non-UMTS
networks where various attacks discussed in this research
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